
Open Data has emerged as a crucial element in scientific
research, emphasizing the intrinsic value of underlying
data beyond just publications.

The FAIR guidelines were introduced to maintain the
quality of shared research data (1). Additionally, the UOE
incorporated the FAIR into its updated Research Data
Management Policy in 2021 (2). 

Objective: to analyse the progress and current standing of
the University of Edinburgh in implementing Open Data
Practices within biosciences research, highlighting
achievements and identifying challenges.

Background

Our evaluation covered biosciences research papers
published between 2014 and 2023 at the University of

Edinburgh. A total of 544 papers were selected from
several institutes and assessed manually for data sharing
practices, without prior knowledge of whether any data
was shared. This assessment focused on four criteria

reflecting the Openness and FAIRness of research data: 

Methods
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Our manual scoring method assessed the openness and FAIRness of published data,
starting with the presence of data sharing. This approach, previously used (3), offers
deeper insights than studies limited to already shared datasets (4). 

The presence of data availability statements or preprint sharing correlates with higher
scores across all criteria, especially completeness, indicating a more thorough data
sharing approach with established guidelines.

Discussion
The biosciences' move towards
open data reveals progress and

challenges, underscoring the
effectiveness of specific guidelines
in enhancing data sharing, as well
as the challenges posed by certain

data types like images

Conclusion
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Results

Out of 544 papers, only 76 did not share any research data
(Completeness=1), whereas 104 shared all the necessary
data for reproducibility (Completeness=4).

237/319
(74.29%)

67/346
(19.36%)

There was a statistically significant improvement in all the
four criteria over the last 10 years. This suggests that
researchers are not only sharing more data but are doing so
in a more effective way.

119/544
(21.88%)

270/544
(49.63%)

Genomic data was the most
shared, while image data was

the least shared, even compared
to human data, indicating

variations in data sharing by type.
The Preprint was correlated

only with Completeness,
whereas the Data Availability

Statement had a significant
influence on all four criteria.
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 Figure1: Scores of the four criteria in all the research publications

Figure2: The distribution of Completeness scores over the last ten years
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